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Purpose: CT ventilation imaging is a novel functional lung imaging modality based
on deformable image registration. We present the rst validation study of CT ven-
tilation using positron emission tomography with 68Ga-labelled nanoparticles (PET-
Galligas). We quantify this agreement for dierent CT ventilation metrics and PET20
reconstruction parameters.
Methods: PET-Galligas ventilation scans were acquired for 12 lung cancer patients
using a four-dimensional (4D) PET/CT scanner. CT ventilation images were then
produced by applying B-spline deformable image registration between the respira-
tory correlated phases of the 4D-CT. We test four ventilation metrics, two existing25
and two modied. The two existing metrics model mechanical ventilation (alveolar
air-ow) based on Hounseld unit (HU) change (VHU) or Jacobian determinant of
deformation (VJac). The two modied metrics incorporate a voxel-wise tissue-density
scaling (VHU and VJac) and were hypothesised to better model the physiological
ventilation. In order to assess the impact of PET image quality, comparisons were30
performed using both standard and respiratory-gated PET images with the former
exhibiting better signal. Dierent median ltering kernels (m = 0 or 3 mm) were
also applied to all images. As in previous studies, similarity metrics included the
Spearman correlation coecient r within the segmented lung volumes, and Dice co-
ecient d20 for the (0  20)th functional percentile volumes.35
Results: The best agreement between CT and PET ventilation was obtained
comparing standard PET images to the density-scaled HU metric (VHU) with
m = 3 mm. This leads to correlation values in the ranges 0:22  r  0:76 and
0:38  d20  0:68, with r = 0:42  0:16 and d20 = 0:52  0:09 averaged over the
12 patients. Compared to Jacobian-based metrics, HU-based metrics lead to statis-40
tically signicant improvements in r and d20 (p < 0:05), with density scaled metrics
also showing higher r than for unscaled versions (p < 0:02). r and d20 were also
sensitive to image quality, with statistically signicant improvements using standard
(as opposed to gated) PET images and with application of median ltering.
Conclusions: The use of modied CT ventilation metrics, in conjunction with PET-45
Galligas and careful application of image ltering has resulted in improved correlation
compared to earlier studies using nuclear medicine ventilation. However CT ventila-
tion and PET-Galligas do not always provide the same functional information. We
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have demonstrated that the agreement can improve for CT ventilation metrics incor-
porating a tissue density scaling, and also with increasing PET image quality. CT50
ventilation imaging has clear potential for imaging regional air volume change in the
lung, and further development is warranted.
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I. INTRODUCTION
Ventilation is the primary function of the lung1 and CT ventilation imaging is a promising
new functional imaging modality that computes regional air-ow in the lung from regional55
lung deformation using deformable image registration2. CT ventilation has been shown to
correlate with lung radiotoxicity outcomes3 and has the potential to improve patient ra-
diotoxicity outcomes by providing a highly accessible means of functional lung avoidance
radiation therapy4. Notably, this technique is suited to modern radiation therapy techniques
incorporating respiratory correlated four-dimensional CT (4D-CT) planning into the radi-60
ation therapy workow for lung tumours. We perform the rst correlation study of CT
ventilation images with positron emission tomography (PET) using 68Ga-labelled nanopar-
ticles (Galligas)5,6 with 12 lung cancer patients.
The clinical driver for this work is the need to improve radiotoxicity outcomes in the
treatment of lung cancer. Radiation induced lung toxicity (RILT) can occur 3-12 months65
following treatment and can include life-threatening pneumonitis, lung brosis, chest pain
or shortness of breath for up to 31% of conventional lung radiation therapy patients7. More
recent studies8,9 using intensity-modulated radiation therapy (IMRT) are reporting lower
pneumonitis rates (10   20%) suggesting better radiation therapy targeting can improve
toxicity outcomes. Both of these methods aim to reduce RILT by minimizing mean lung70
dose (MLD); a 1-Gy increase in MLD is associated with a 2% increase in pneumonitis10.
There is growing evidence that functionally-weighted MLD (fMLD) is a better predictor of
RILT than MLD alone11{14 motivating a trend towards `functional avoidance' that minimizes
fMLD15{17 and necessitates functional imaging. The current clinical standard for functional
lung imaging is the nuclear medicine (NM) technique single photon emission CT ventilation75
and perfusion (SPECT V/Q)18, but this suers from lower resolution and lack of respiratory
gating compared to the 4D-CT scans that are routinely used for treatment planning.
CT ventilation imaging could oer a high-resolution complement to NM ventilation with-
out the need for additional hardware, and may prove more convenient for patients under-
going planning as there is no additional cost in scan time or imaging dose (just image80
processing). CT ventilation images are generated in three steps (Fig. 1); (i) acquisition of
respiratory-correlated 4D-CT lung images (ii) deformable image registration of the inhale
to the exhale phase and (iii) quantitative analysis of the resulting deformation vector eld
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(DVF), that is application of the ventilation `metric.' CT ventilation images (right panel)
may be conveniently visualized as a colormap superimposed on the 4D-CT, with bright and85
dark regions indicating regions of high and low air-ow respectively. Yamamoto et al.4 have
shown that functional avoidance using CT ventilation reduces fMLD by up to 2 Gy with-
out compromising tumor dose and Bayouth et al.19 have used CT ventilation to investigate
radiotoxicity, showing that lung regions of higher pre-treatment ventilation can show larger
post-treatment decrease. Vinogradskiy et al.3 have demonstrated that CT ventilation has90
the potential to predict clinically signicant (Grade 3+) radiation pneumonitis, and even to
track temporal-spatial changes in lung function over a course of treatment20.
CT ventilation has exhibited promising agreement with contrast-enhanced (Xe) CT in
mechanically ventilated sheep21,22 and hyperpolarised (3He) magnetic resonance imaging
(MRI) in humans23, however comparisons with SPECT V/Q have been mixed. Castillo et95
al.24,25 analyzed the spatial overlap of low-functioning lung regions between CT ventilation
and 99mTc SPECT V/Q for thoracic cancer patients, nding better agreement with SPECT
Q than V (Dice similarity index d = 0:30 for SPECT V and 0.78 for SPECT Q). Simi-
larly Yamamoto et al.26 reported better voxel-wise correlation with perfusion (Spearman
correlation r = 0:18 and 0.48 for SPECT V/Q respectively).100
It has been suggested that the main barriers to performing quantitative comparisons with
SPECT V are its relatively low resolution and focal radioaerosol deposition (`clumping')
artefacts. As explained by Castillo et al.25, this clumping is due to inherent solubility of the
99mTc-DTPA aerosol. They showed that SPECT voxels within the 90th percentile of SPECT
ventilation had the highest probability of being found in the main airways (as segmented105
from CT). For standard acquisition protocols (e.g. Ref.27), SPECT Q benets from higher
activity for perfused 99mTc and images free from clumping.
Meanwhile a central issue for CT ventilation is that the results can vary with the choice
of registration algorithm and ventilation metric, with the ventilation metric inducing the
most variation28,29. The existing CT ventilation metrics compute regional air-volume change110
using (a) changes in Hounseld-unit (HU) values between corresponding voxels of the inhale
and exhale images2,30, or (b) changes in regional lung volume derived from the Jacobian
determinant of deformation22,31,32. Where CT ventilation models regional air volume change,
NM ventilation images the activity of a radiotracer that has been deposited into the distal
bronchi or alveoli following inhalation of a radioaerosol. This is a closer representation of115
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physiological ventilation and until now there has been no direct attempt to account for these
dierent mechanisms in comparing CT and NM ventilation images.
This work is novel in three ways. First, we aim to overcome the experimental limitations
of previous correlation studies of CT and SPECT ventilation by using PET-Galligas, which is
an emerging NM ventilation imaging modality6. In a study of ten patients suspected of pul-120
monary embolism5, PET-Galligas demonstrated numerous advantages over SPECT V: (i) it
is fully tomographic imaging, (ii) has improved resolution, (iii) higher count statistics for de-
tecting radioactive substances and (iii) provides respiratory gating with (iv) phase-matched
PET-CT attenuation correction. In a pig experiment of lobar and diuse obstruction, Gal-
ligas PET was shown to provide more detailed ventilation distribution imaging and better125
appreciation of ventilation heterogeneity compared to Technegas SPECT33. Importantly,
Galligas or Technegas have major advantages over other radioaerosols such as 99mTc-DTPA
with signicantly higher alveolar deposition ratio and no washout34. The near simultaneous
acquisition of both 4D-PET and 4D-CT datasets provides an ideal opportunity to compare
Galligas ventilation to derived CT ventilation and reduces experimental variability. This130
has not always been possible in previous studies.
The second novel aspect to this work is that we aim to account for possible dierences
between CT and PET ventilation by applying a modication to the existing CT ventilation
metrics. We propose that the Galligas deposition in PET is better modeled by the applica-
tion of a linear tissue density scaling to the existing HU- or Jacobian- based CT ventilation.135
Our justication is that a rst order denition of physiological ventilation involves the prod-
uct of local air-ow and local alveolar density. If local alveolar density is proportional to
local tissue density, and local air-ow is proportional to CT ventilation, then the product of
CT ventilation with local tissue density (given in HU) should be a closer representation of
the physiological ventilation.140
The third novel aspect to this work is that we test the impact of PET-Galligas image
quality on the agreement of CT and PET ventilation images. A recent study by Lati
et al.35 found that CT image noise has a detrimental eect on the reproducibility of CT
ventilation images. For the comparison of CT-ventilation to PET, we anticipate that agree-
ment should improve for comparisons using standard (non-gated) PET images as opposed145
to respiratory-gated images. This is because phase-binning reduces the total signal assigned
to each phase, leading to increased image noise. However standard PET is also expected
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Fig. 1 CT ventilation image generation in three steps.
to exhibit respiration induced motion-blur, which is not accounted for in the standard CT
ventilation imaging method (which provides an image at the lung exhale geometry). To
account for this, we compare the CT ventilation at exhale to exhale-gated PET images.150
We also generate `motion-compensated' CT ventilation images (incorporating motion-blur),
which are compared to standard PET. We also ascertain the eect of applying a median
lter to all the images. The study design is shown schematically in Fig. 2.
II. MATERIALS AND METHODS
II.A. Patients155
We analyzed baseline 4D Galligas PET/CT scans acquired for 12 patients with non small
cell lung cancer. Scans were acquired at the Peter MacCallum Cancer Centre between 2011
and 2012 as part of a prospective clinical trial (ACTRN12613000061730). Exclusion criteria
included age less than 18 years, pregnancy, breast-feeding, or an inability to tolerate supine
positioning on the PET/CT bed. Written informed consent was provided by each patient.160
The research protocol was approved by the Clinical Research Committee and the Ethics
Committee at the Peter MacCallum Cancer Centre. The patient characteristics are listed
in Table I.
II.B. Acquisition of 4D-PET/CT
Galligas was produced on-site using the same method as in5. Briey, 68Ga radiotracer165
was prepared using a 68Ge=68Ga generator (IDB Holland BV) and substituted for 99mTc
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Fig. 2 Schematic overview of this study.
in a commercially available Technegas generator (Cyclopharm Australia). Patients inhaled
Galligas in a supine position in a room separate to the PET/CT scanner, to avoid detector
contamination.
Respiratory gated 4D-PET/CT scans were acquired with patients in a supine position170
using a GE Discovery 690 PET/CT scanner. Respiratory monitoring was performed using
the Varian RPM system (Varian Medical Systems, Palo Alto, Ca). 4D-CT was acquired rst
(140kVp, 10 mAs), followed by PET acquisition (2 bed positions of 5 min each). 4D images
were then produced by sorting the PET and CT data into 5 bins equally spaced in the
respiratory cycle. The reconstructed 4D-CT electron attenuation images j for each phase j175
had 1:11:15:0 mm3 voxels and were calibrated to HU. The maximal exhale (exhale) and
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Patient Age Sex Stage FEV1 (L) FVC (L)
1 46 M III 1.74 1.20
2 60 F II 2.26 2.97
3 64 F III 2.35 3.17
4 66 M III 1.58 2.53
5 61 M III 2.60 4.00
6 68 M II 1.10 2.96
7 72 F III 1.47 2.14
8 79 F III 0.83 2.02
9 88 M I 2.27 3.07
10 90 F I 1.00 1.61
11 63 M III 2.50 3.74
12 64 M IV 2.82 4.16
Table I Patient characteristics in this study. FEV1 = forced expiratory volume after 1 second.
FVC = forced vital capacity. L = Litres
inhale (inhale) phases were identied by visual inspection of the diaphragm edge location in
the superior-inferior (SI) direction.
Exhale-gated PET images (V exhalePET ) were reconstructed with phase matched attenuation
correction using an ordered-subset expectation maximization algorithm into 2:9  2:9 180
3:3 mm3 voxels. Attenuation correction for standard PET images (V StdPET) was performed
using the maximal inhale phase of the 4D-CT, with the liver at its lowest position in the SI
direction. Additional information on the 4D-PET/CT acquisition procedure can be found
in6.
II.C. Deformable image registration185
We performed deformable image registration to obtain the DVFs uj pointing from exhale
(the `xed image') to each j (`moving images'). Here uj is dened on the voxels of exhale
and allows the transformation T(uj) where in the ideal case exhale = j  T(uj). Each
registration is posed as a separate optimization problem where the aim is to minimize a
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cost function C(uj) = CMSE(uj) + Creg(uj) where CMSE is the intensity term or mean190
square error (MSE) dierence in volume-integrated intensity between the registered images,
and Creg is the regularization term relating to the second derivative or `smoothness' of u.
Physically, this represents the elastic nature of lung tissue deformation with the aim of
nding uj such that mass is conserved and energy of the transformation is minimized. The
scalar  controls the trade-o between image similarity and DVF smoothness.195
Registration was performed using Plastimatch (http://plastimatch.org), an open
source software package providing a scriptable multi-stage registration framework. Plasti-
match employs cubic B-spline interpolation to optimize C for a set of coecient values P
at control points spaced evenly throughout the two registered image volumes. This requires
the iterative process of evaluating C and @C=@P at each control point and performing200
gradient-descent optimization to generate the next set of coecients. We employ a three-
stage registration process with a grid spacing of 101020 mm3 at the nest level of detail
and using limited memory Broyden-Fletcher-Goldfarb-Shanno (L-BFGS-B) optimization.
Visual inspection led to the choice of  = 0:01. Registration was performed without the use
of lung masks and with a small amount of Gaussian ltering (kernel width 1 mm) to reduce205
statistical noise.
II.D. Calculation of CT ventilation images
For this study we generate the CT ventilation at exhale geometry as well as motion-
compensated (`MC') CT ventilation images. The CT ventilation at exhale V exhale is an
instantaneous image dened on the 4D-CT exhale voxels as in Fig. 1, and is compared to the210
exhale-gated PET image V exhalePET . Meanwhile the motion-compensated CT ventilation V
MC is
obtained by warping V exhale to each of the other 4D-CT phases and taking an average. This
essentially simulates motion-blurring, allowing comparison with the standard (non-gated)
PET image V StdPET. Standard PET images are expected to exhibit some respiration-induced
motion-blur, but also improved signal compared to exhale-gated PET.215
For V exhale, the HU metric computes absolute gas volume change between the maximal
exhale and registered inhale phases2,30,
V exhaleHU (x) =
[exhale(x)  inhale(x+ u)]
[inhale(x+ u) + 1000]
;
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and is dened for each voxel x of the exhale image. As in Ref.2 we applied a mass correction
(*) to inhale to account for changes in blood distribution between the exhale and inhale
images. For the segmented lung mass m (i.e. volume integrated intensity) the fractional
discrepancy for the exhale image is f = j(minhale mexhale)=mexhalej leading to the correction
inhale(x) = inhale   1000f(1 + inhale(x)=1000). Meanwhile the Jacobian based ventilation
is given by V exhaleJac (x) = (J(x)  1) where J(x) is the Jacobian determinant of deformation,
J(x) =

1 + @ux(x)
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:
V exhaleJac (x) therefore expresses the fractional exhale to inhale lung volume change for voxel x.
Motion-compensated CT ventilation images were produced by warping the CT ventilation
at exhale to each of the other 4 phases and then taking the average,
V MC =
5X
j=1
(V exhale  T(u 1j ))=5:
Here u 1j represents the inverse-DVF, with V
exhale  T(u 1exhale) = V exhale by denition.
The CT ventilation at exhale was masked using the corresponding segmented lung, Lexhale,
with voxels outside the lungs excluded from statistical analysis. Each Lexhale was obtained
from exhale using MATITK (http://matitk.cs.sfu.ca)
36 in two steps. We rst applied
a binary threshold at -500 HU so as to delineate the lung parenchyma up to the pleural220
boundary while excluding tumor mass, vasculature, uid or brosis. We then performed
condence-connected segmentation (region-growing) of the binary image using two seed
points, one each for the left and right side of the lungs. The motion-compensated ventilation
images were masked using the motion-compensated lung mask, LMC, calculated from each
Lj in analogy to Eq. II.D.225
Finally, a tissue density-scaling was applied to each ventilation map V exhale(x) by multi-
plication by the factor Scaledexhale(x) = (exhale(x) + 1000)=1000 taking a value between 0 and 1
in proportion to the HU value between water and air. The rationale for density scaling was
given in the Introduction and its eect is to minimize CT-ventilation from low tissue-density
regions. This is written Scaledexhale(x)V
exhale(x), or just V exhale for brevity. The density-scaled230
version of the motion-compensated ventilation, V MC is obtained by substituting V exhale
with V exhale in Eq. II.D.
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The processes in Sections II.C and II.D were all scripted in MATLAB (Mathworks Inc.),
with the total computation time for a single ventilation image V exhale generally less than
10 minutes using a standard desktop PC with dual-core Intel Xeon processors and 12 GB235
RAM. About 90% of this time was spent on the deformable registration step, and 5% on
inverting the resulting DVF. For a 4D image set of N phases, the time required for motion-
compensation is larger by a factor (N   1), equal to the total number of registrations (that
is, between exhale and every other phase).
II.E. Preprocessing and statistical analysis of ventilation images240
In order to compare spatially correlated voxels, the CT ventilation images were resampled
to the PET image dimensions and all PET voxels outside Lexhale (or L
MC) were excluded.
The main airways were manually brushed out of all the images using ITK-SNAP (http:
//www.itksnap.org)37. A median lter kernel width of either m = 3 mm or 0 mm (i.e. no
ltering) was applied to both PET and CT ventilation images at this stage. A 3 mm lter245
was deemed appropriate as this was the expected spatial resolution of the PET images and
allowed a reduction of image noise while preserving lung boundaries.
While Galligas is expected to exhibit fewer radioaerosol clumping artifacts than DTPA
SPECT, a small number may still be visible and it is necessary to exclude these regions
from comparison with CT ventilation images. We achieved this using an iterative process250
of calculating the mean and standard deviation for PET voxels within the segmented lung
and removing those > 4 standard deviations above the mean; this was continued until a
convergence of the intensity cuto level was achieved to within 1%. This is similar to the
threshold based method used by Palmer et al.27 for SPECT V images. While it is dicult
to gauge the success of this method quantitatively as there is no hard intensity cuto for255
clumping hotspots, we point out that the scatter plots of CT and PET ventilation in Fig. 5
show few irregularities that could be attributed to clumping.
The Spearman r and dice coecient d for each pair of PET and CT ventilation images
were calculated using MATLAB. Respectively, these describe the degree of monotonicity for
ventilation in spatially correlated voxels, and the degree of three-dimensional overlap for
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corresponding functional percentile volumes. For two volumes A and B, d is given by
d = 2
jA \Bj
jAj+ jBj ;
and takes a value between 0 and 1 (indicating no overlap or perfect overlap respectively). As
in Ref.24 we analyzed ve functional percentile ranges (0 20%, 21 40%, 41 60%, 61 80%
and 81  100%), with the boundary values all upper inclusive and computed on a per-image260
basis. The resultant dice coecients are written d20, d40, d60, d80 and d100 respectively. We
also calculate the Dice similarity for `healthy' lung, dened as the (21   100)th percentile
range for comparison with the results of Mathew et al.23.
Following the calculation of functional percentile values for each PET and CT ventilation
image, we generated `discretized' ventilation maps with every lung voxel replaced with an265
integer value in the range 1   5 according to its functional percentile band. For example
a voxel in the (0   20)th percentile range takes a value of 1, a voxel in the (21   40)th
percentile takes a value 2, and so on. The discretized PET and CT ventilation images were
then compared using the gamma index38. The gamma metric is normally used for comparing
dose distributions and provides a dierence map across multiple dimensions (voxel value270
and physical distance to agreement). Due to the discretized (normalized) nature of our
images we tested for agreement at dierent physical distances (3, 5 and 10 mm), but only
small dierences in voxel values (3%). The gamma index for each voxel was calculated in
Plastimatch, with a value  1 indicating a `pass and a value > 1 indicating a `fail' of one or
both criteria. We calculate the average pass-rate across all lung voxels, and all patients. A275
95% pass rate was deemed acceptable.
Finally, we investigated the relationship of r and d20 with the PET coecient of variation
(`CoV'), which characterises image heterogeneity as the standard deviation of the PET
signal divided by its mean. Our hypothesis is that these correlation metrics improve with
increasing PET signal-to-noise ratio (SNR), or rather decreasing PET CoV. CoV has been280
employed by Yamamoto et al.29 to study the heterogeneity of CT-ventilation images and can
be expected to include contributions from both image noise, and real spatial heterogeneity
in lung function. We estimate the relative contribution of image noise by comparing PET
CoV between the standard and exhale-gated PET images.
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III. RESULTS285
III.A. Registration accuracy
Registration accuracy was evaluated by measuring the displacement error uerr for
anatomic landmarks between each pair of exhale and registered inhale images. We gen-
erated 100 intensity based landmarks within the exhale lung volumes using the Utrecht iX
landmark tool39, with corresponding points in the registered inhale images then manually290
selected. Across the entire dataset, the average error and standard deviation were 1:8 1:5
mm, smaller than the 4D-CT slice thickness and less than 2 voxels in the transverse plane.
Fig. 3 shows a box plot of uerr values for each patient. This measure of registration error
may be limited by observer error; Plastimatch has been previously shown40 to achieve a
higher level of accuracy (uerr = 1:4 mm) for a set of 20 4D-CT and synthetically warped295
pulmonary CT images for humans and animals.
III.B. Qualitative comparison of CT and PET ventilation images
Figure 4 shows corresponding coronal views of CT and PET ventilation (top and middle
rows respectively) for three dierent patient cases. In terms of the Spearman correlation
(Sec. III.C), these correspond to the best case (left, Patient 7), an intermediate case (middle,300
Patient 6) and the worst case (right, Patient 4) for the density scaled HU metric. The left
and middle columns show reasonable agreement between CT and PET ventilation images
when comparing relative function in the upper and lower, or left and right halves of the lung.
For the right-most column however, we observed similarities in the top half of the lung but
opposite behaviour between the right and left halves of the lower lung.305
The eect of density scaling is demonstrated in Fig. 5, showing coronal views of an
emphysematous bulla in the right lung of Patient 2. From left to right, the images show
(a) the time-averaged 4D-CT image Avg, (b) the standard PET image V StdPET with m = 3
mm, (c) the HU based motion-compensated CT ventilation image without density-scaling,
and (d) the HU based motion-compensated CT ventilation with density scaling. The middle310
two images show opposite behaviour for the emphysematous region; where the PET image
indicates a region of low ventilation, application of the unscaled HU metric indicates a pocket
of air. The contribution from this region was minimized in the right-most image, using the
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Fig. 3 Box plot of landmark displacement error uerr values for each patient. On each box, the
central mark is the median, with its edges the 25th and 75th percentiles. The whiskers extend to
2.7 times the standard deviation with outliers plotted as individual points. Note that for patients
2, 7 and 10 the median and 25th percentile values are both equal to the minimum voxel dimension
of 1.07 mm. The horizontal dotted line shows the 4D-CT slice thickness.
density scaled HU metric.
III.C. Spearman correlation315
Table II shows the average and standard deviation of r for each combination of ventilation
metric, PET reconstruction method and median ltering level over the 12 patients. The best
result was r = 0:42  0:16, obtained between standard PET images and the density-scaled
HU metric (V MCHU ) with m = 3 mm. In most cases, the values of r in Table II increase
along diagonals directed from up-to-down, and left-to-right. In other words, r tended to320
increase for ventilation metrics incorporating more HU information, and for improved PET
image quality (standard as opposed to gated images, and with increased median ltering).
In order to separate the eects of dierent ventilation metrics and reconstruction pa-
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Fig. 4 Coronal views of motion-compensated CT ventilation (Upper row) and standard PET
ventilation (Middle row) for Patient 7 (left column, r = 0:76), Patient 6 (middle column, r = 0:43)
and Patient 4 (right column, r = 0:22). (Lower row) Scatter plots of PET versus CT ventilation.
The CT ventilation metric was V MCHU , with m = 3 mm for all images.
rameters, we applied two-tailed paired t-tests between each pair of r values in Table II;
statistical signicance was set at the p = 0:05 level. The eect of the ventilation metric can325
be observed by comparing the values within a single column (representing constant image
quality). For each of the three right-most columns, we found that at least one of the HU
based metrics (VHU or VHU) lead to signicantly higher r than the original Jacobian metric
(p < 0:05 for all cases). An exception is the left-most column, corresponding to the lowest
image quality. Here the Jacobian metric performed slightly better than the HU metric, but330
not signicantly so.
The eect of density scaling was determined by comparing VJac versus VJac and VHU
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Fig. 5 Coronal slices of an emphysematous bulla in the right lung of Patient 2. From left to
right: (a) Time-averaged 4D-CT image Avg, (b) standard PET image V StdPET with m = 3 mm,
(c) the HU based motion-compensated CT ventilation without density-scaling, and (d) HU based
motion-compensated CT ventilation with density scaling. The Spearman r refers to the correlation
of the CT and PET ventilation images. Note that in the three right-most images a small region
was excluded from the lung volumes as a result of our threshold based segmentation algorithm.
versus VHU within each column of Table II. We found that the density scaled metrics
always performed signicantly better than their unscaled counterparts (p  0:02 in all
cases). The correlation was also sensitive to ventilation image quality, which is observed335
by comparing values across any single row. For a constant level of median ltering, we
observed statistically signicant improvements in r using standard (as opposed to gated)
PET images in all but one case (VJac). Even here the dierence approached statistical
signicance (p = 0:06). Compared to the case of no median ltering, application of a 3 mm
lter yielded a statistically signicant improvement in r in all cases.340
Figure 6 shows the variation of Spearman r with ventilation metric at the highest level
of image quality (that is, using standard PET images and m = 3 mm). We observed best
results for the density scaled HU metric (V MCHU ) leading to r in the range 0:22  0:76. The
bottom row of Fig. 4 shows scatter plots of CT and PET ventilation for the best case,
an intermediate case and the worst case in this range. For this metric, r was observed to345
increase with the mean PET signal with Pearson correlation 0.38 (p < 0:01).
Using V MCHU with standard PET images and m = 3 mm), the PET CoV was observed
to take values in the range 0:3   0:65. Spearman r decreased with increasing PET CoV,
exhibiting a moderate Pearson correlation -0.40 (p = 0:19). By comparing values of PET
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Exhale-gated PET Standard PET
(V exhaleHU=Jac vs. V
exhale
PET ) (V
MC
HU=Jac vs. V
Std
PET)
m = 0 mm 3 mm 0 mm 3 mm
VJac 0:14 0:14 0:18 0:17 0:21 0:17 0:25 0:18
VJac 0:19 0:14 0:24 0:17 0:25 0:17 0:29 0:19
VHU 0:12 0:09 0:21 0:17 0:24 0:13 0:36 0:15
VHU 0:16 0:09 0:26 0:19 0:28 0:13 0:42 0:16
Table II Average and standard deviation of Spearman r for dierent choices of ventilation metric,
PET reconstruction method and median ltering level across the 12 patients. We compare CT
ventilation at exhale to exhale-gated PET, and motion-compensated CT ventilation to standard
PET.
ρV
HU
MC
V
Jac
MC ρV
Jac
MC
V
HU
MC
Fig. 6 Box plot of r as a function of CT ventilation metric across the 12 patients. Comparisons
used standard PET images and m = 3 mm. For each box, the median, lower and upper 25th
percentile values for r are shown. The dotted horizontal lines classify the r values as strong,
moderate or weak according to the denitions used in Ref.41.
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(21-100)th  
Fig. 7 Box plot of Dice coecients for dierent functional percentile ranges using the V MCHU
metric, standard PET images and m = 3 mm. The wide box stretching across the (21   100)th
percentiles represents `healthy' lung. For each box, Median, lower and upper 25th percentile values
for d are shown. The dotted horizontal lines classify the Dice coecients as substantial, moderate
or slight according to the denitions used in Ref.41.
CoV between standard images (with 3 mm median ltering), and exhale-gated images (with350
no ltering), we estimate that the contribution of image noise to PET CoV was in the range
2 25% or 10% on average, with the rest due to real functional heterogeneity. By separating
out the image noise component of PET CoV, the eect on r was made stronger (Pearson
correlation -0.48 with p = 0:11). The eect of the functional heterogeneity component was
weaker (correlation -0.19 with p = 0:56). The average landmark displacement error had355
negligible impact on r (correlation -0.005, p = 0:99).
III.D. Dice coecients
Table III shows the average and standard deviation of d20 for each combination of ven-
tilation metric, PET reconstruction method and median ltering level over the 12 patients.
The best result was d20 = 0:52  0:09, obtained using standard PET images and the VHU360
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metric with m = 3 mm. In most cases d20 improved when using standard as opposed to
gated PET images, and with median ltering applied. However the eect of density scaling
alone was almost negligible. Applying two-tailed paired t-tests to Table III in the same
manner as for Table II, we found that HU-based metrics lead to signicantly higher d20 than
the original Jacobian metric for all but the leftmost column (p < 0:01), and median ltering365
always lead to a statistically signicant improvement.
Figure 7 shows the variation of Dice coecients for dierent functional percentile ranges
using the VHU metric at the highest level of image quality. The (0 20)th and (21 100)th
ranges (that is, low-function and `healthy' lung) exhibited improved agreement compared
to all other functional ranges (p < 0:01). In particular the Dice similarity for healthy lung370
took values in the range 0:85  0:92 for all 12 patients. This is a signicant increase above
the four constituent sub-bands, all having Dice similarity < 0:4.
As for r in Sec. III.C, we observed d20 to decrease with increasing PET CoV (Pearson
correlation -0.62 with p = 0:03). In particular the eect of the image noise component of
PET CoV approached statistical signicance (correlation -0.56 with p = 0:06), whereas the375
eect of the functional heterogeneity component was much weaker (correlation -0.39, with
p = 0:21). The eect of average landmark displacement error on d20 was almost negligible
(Pearson correlation 0.12, p = 0:71).
Finally, the gamma index was calculated for corresponding lung voxel pairs in the dis-
cretized PET and CT ventilation images. The left column of Fig. 8 shows discretized380
ventilation images for Patient 4 (the worst performing case in terms of the Spearman corre-
lation). Here we used the best-performing CT ventilation metric (V MCHU ) and highest level
of PET image quality (V StdPET and m = 3 mm). The right column of Fig. 8 shows images
of the gamma index at the dierent distance criteria, where the yellow, orange and red
regions indicate failure of the test criteria with increasing levels of severity. For Patient 4,385
the gamma pass rates were 54% (3 mm), 77% (5 mm) and 96% (10 mm) with the majority
of failed voxels occurring near the lung bases. Patient 7 was the best performer in terms
of r and also demonstrated the highest gamma pass rates, with 70% (3 mm), 90% (5 mm)
and 100% (10 mm) to within 2 signicant gures. The average pass rates for all lung voxels
across all patients were 60 5% (3 mm), 82 4% (5 mm) and 98 1% (10 mm). For the 3390
mm distance criteria, the pass rates were highly correlated with r (Pearson correlation 0:94,
p < 0:0001), but less so at 10 mm (correlation 0:59, p = 0:04).
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Fig. 8 (Left column) Coronal views of discretized PET and CT ventilation images corresponding
to Patient 4 in Fig. 4. (Right column) Comparisons of discretized ventilation images using gamma
index; from top to bottom the images were tested for dierences of 3% within a physical distance
of 3, 5 and 10 mm respectively. For this patient, the corresponding gamma pass rates were 54%,
77% and 96%.
IV. DISCUSSION
We compare our results for r and d with previous validation studies in Table IV. In
each case, results for the best performing CT ventilation metric are shown. We observed395
improved quantitative agreement compared to the earlier studies using SPECT ventilation,
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Exhale-gated PET Standard PET
(V exhaleHU=Jac vs. V
exhale
PET ) (V
MC
HU=Jac vs. V
Std
PET)
m = 0 mm 3 mm 0 mm 3 mm
VJac 0:24 0:06 0:30 0:09 0:32 0:09 0:37 0:11
VJac 0:25 0:06 0:30 0:10 0:32 0:10 0:37 0:11
VHU 0:27 0:04 0:42 0:11 0:36 0:09 0:51 0:09
VHU 0:27 0:04 0:42 0:11 0:37 0:09 0:52 0:09
Table III Average and standard deviation of d20 for dierent choices of ventilation metric, PET
reconstruction method and median ltering level across the 12 patients. We compare CT ventilation
at exhale to exhale-gated PET, and motion-compensated CT ventilation to standard PET.
Study Modality CT ventilation metric Subjects Dice similarity d Spearman r
Fuld et al.21 Xe-CT HU 4 sheep N/A 0.81; (small ROIs)
Reinhardt et al.31 Xe-CT Jacobian 5 sheep N/A 0.85 (small ROIs)
Yamamoto et al.26 SPECT V /Q Jacobian / HU 1 patient N/A 0.18 / 0.48 (whole lung)
Castillo et al.24 SPECT V HU 7 patients 0.35 (low function) N/A
Castillo et al.25 SPECT Q HU 10 patients 0.78 (low function) N/A
Mathew et al.23 3He MRI HU 11 patients 0.88 (good function) N/A
This work PET-Galligas HU (density-scaled) 12 patients 0.52 (low function) 0.42 (whole lung)
0.88 (good function)
Table IV Comparison of the present study and previous studies comparing CT with other modal-
ities. Average values of r and d are shown. ROI = region of interest.
with the Spearman correlation improved from r = 0:18 (Yamamoto et al.26) to 0.42 in our
work. The dice similarity was also improved from d20 = 0:35 (Castillo et al..
24) to 0.52 here.
The improved results in our study were contingent upon a number of factors, including the
choice of CT-ventilation metric and application of density-scaling. We observed statistically400
signicant improvements in r and d20 by applying HU-based metrics as opposed to Jacobian
based metrics. Application of density scaling also led to signicant improvement in r. In
contrast, the unscaled Jacobian metric lead to r = 0:25 and d20 = 0:37 (c.f. Tables II and
III), not much better than the earlier SPECT ventilation studies.
Density-scaled ventilation metrics may have particular importance in identifying emphysema-405
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related ventilation defects. Emphysematous regions are expected to be less ventilated due
to destruction of alveolar tissue and this manifests as low tissue density on CT. For the
unscaled HU metric, we observed a region of markedly positive CT ventilation inside an
emphysematous bulla (Patient 2; Fig. 5), which appeared as an area of nearly absent ven-
tilation in the PET-Galligas image. It is known that gas can ow into an emphysematous410
region via collateral ventilation42, however a competing explanation is that changes in HU
could also be caused by stretching of the bulla along with surrounding lung tissue. A purely
mechanical model based on regional lung deformation or HU change alone could therefore
erroneously overestimate ventilation compared to PET-Gallligas. The density-scaled HU
metric provided better visual agreement for Patient 2 and a modest improvement in r (from415
0.33 to 0.37). However the impact on d20 was negligible on average. This could be due
to two reasons: rstly, not all patients had tissue heterogeneity as severe as for Patient 2.
Secondly, the density scaling was not signicant enough to push the majority of voxels into
a dierent functional percentile band. It is possible that some other type of density scaling
is more eective at separating mechanical and physiological ventilation.420
Ventilation image quality (both PET and CT) was also found to have a crucial impact,
with smoother image pairs showing better quantitative agreement. The application of a
3 mm median lter, along with the combined use of standard PET images and motion-
compensated CT-ventilation both lead to statistically signicant improvements in r and
d20. These metrics also improved with a reduction in the image noise component of PET425
CoV (that is, improved PET SNR). PET SNR is partly determined by the inhaled 68Ga
activity and this could be optimised in future validation studies. One might also expect
better correlation for PET images featuring more severe functional defects (larger functional
heterogeneity component of PET CoV), but only a weak eect was observed.
In terms of spatial overlap for functional percentile ROIs, we found that the low func-430
tioning (0   20)th percentile range exhibited moderate to substantial agreement between
PET-Galligas and CT ventilation. This is similar to ndings using SPECT V in Ref.24. The
agreement was highest for healthy lung spanning the (21  100)th percentile range; Mathew
et al.23 found a similar level of agreement between CT ventilation and 3He MRI for well
ventilated lung. In our case (Fig. 7), the improvement may be an artifact of treating four435
healthy sub-bands as one. The implication is that CT ventilation may be eective for iden-
tifying either healthy lung or serious ventilation defects, but requires careful interpretation
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before it can be implemented into radiation therapy treatment planning.
For the CT ventilation images in Fig. 4, many of the strongest features (regions of high
and low ventilation) nd corresponding features in PET-Galligas, albeit spatially oset or440
with a dierent spatial extent. This is particularly evident from the gamma analysis of
discretized ventilation images, with about 98% of all CT ventilation voxels in all patients
located within 10 mm of a PET voxel in the corresponding functional percentile range.
However only 60% were located within 3 mm. The take home message from the gamma
analysis is that the CT and PET ventilation may show better agreement when compared at445
a more coarse level of resolution.
Some of the previous correlation studies have reported better quantitative agreement than
in this work. The Xe-CT studies of Fuld et al.21 and Reinhardt et al.31 reported r = 0:81
and 0.85 respectively. For our data only Patient 7 approached these numbers, with r = 0:76
using the density scaled HU metric. An important dierence is that the Xe-CT correlation450
was computed for smaller regions of interest, as opposed to our bulk (whole lung) values.
The sheep in these studies were also mechanically ventilated. Meanwhile for the studies
using SPECT Q, Yamamoto et al.26 found r = 0:48 and Castillo et al.25 found d20 = 0:78.
In particular the d20 value is larger than that found in our dataset, where the maximum was
0.68 (again for Patient 7). For typical acquisition protocols (for example that proposed by455
Palmer et al.27), SPECT Q is expected to have improved image quality compared to SPECT
V, due to a lack of clumping artefacts and higher 99mTc activity.
Finally we mention some limitations of this work. The 4D-CT and PET scans were ac-
quired under free-breathing conditions, which are subject to irregular respiratory motion
and baseline shifts. This can lead to 4D-CT reconstruction artefacts including missing slices460
and anatomic discontinuities. The frequency of 4D-CT artefacts has been estimated to ef-
fect 90% of acquisitions (43). Our statistical analyses excluded image regions corresponding
to missing slices, however more subtle anatomic discontinuities (or otherwise incorrect HU
information) can be more dicult to detect and may limit the accuracy of HU-based ven-
tilation metrics. Future correlation studies may benet from the use of breathing guidance465
(for example, audio-visual biofeedback) to help control for irregular motion and limit 4D-CT
image artefacts.
For 4D-PET under free-breathing conditions, there exists some possibility for erroneous
attenuation correction at the lung bases. In particular for Patient 4 (right column of Fig.
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4), the relative ventilation between the left and right halves of the lower lung appears con-470
spicuously opposite for the PET and CT ventilation images. For the 4D-PET component,
we observed bright features near the diaphragm edge and lower airways to have dieren-
tial (opposite) motion in the SI direction, whereas this behavior was not observed for the
corresponding anatomy in the 4D-CT component. This disagreement implies some registra-
tion mismatch in the presence of free-breathing lung motion. Along with some possibility475
for clumping artefacts, accurate attenuation correction remains an important challenge for
PET-Galligas, even in the context of respiratory-gating. These issues are the subject of
ongoing study, towards the establishment of PET-Galligas as a clinical standard.
In general the delity of our 4D-CT data was not optimal. The slice thickness of the
4D-CT images (5 mm), was larger than that of the 4D-PET images (3.3 mm) and this could480
reduce the precision of CT ventilation and its spatial accuracy compared to PET-Galligas.
The binning of 4D-CT data into ve respiratory-correlated phases, as opposed to 6  10 in
other studies could also limit the temporal precision of HU values. It has been shown that
the use of an anatomic similarity-based method for 4D-CT image sorting can reduce the
number of paradoxically negative values in CT-ventilation images44. Emerging techniques485
for motion-compensated 4D-CT image reconstruction45 and registration46 may also help to
overcome these issues via the temporal ltering of deformation elds and HU values. Our 4D-
CTs were acquired with a low dose protocol primarily for purposes of attenuation correction;
use of higher mAs may also reduce image noise and improve CT ventilation accuracy.
A challenge for B-spline image registration is that it requires several parameters to be490
tuned, including the control grid spacing, DVF regularization level, and choice of image im-
age similarity metric (including MSE, mutual information and normalized cross-correlation).
These can all vary based on the particular imaging modality and voxel-spacing, therefore we
cannot guarantee our parameters are suitable for all 4D-CT datasets, and encourage other
researchers to experiment with these settings. Another issue is that, by performing regis-495
tration on the entire thoracic image, our generated DVFs may not perfectly preserve the
`sliding-boundary' motion at the pleural interface of the lung. This could be overcome by
performing registration on the parenchymal lung voxels only47 or by incorporating sliding-
motion directly into the cost-function48. However both of these techniques may require a
higher-quality segmentation than was possible for our 4D-CT dataset. Despite these possi-500
ble deciencies, our registration approach yielded reasonable landmark displacement error
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(1.8 mm on average), and these errors had no bearing on our Spearman correlation values.
Lastly, we point out that the ventilation imaging approach in this work does not ex-
plicitly account for perfusion, which could have a similarly important role in the onset of
radiotoxicity. We suggest that any meaningful attempt at functional avoidance based solely505
on ventilation may yet lead to better outcomes than no functional avoidance at all, with the
important caveat that any redistribution of treatment dose should remain thoughtfully con-
strained. Importantly, our proposed methodology is practical from a resource perspective.
Image processing time was generally less than 10 minutes, which would not be considered
cumbersome in routine clinical workow.510
V. CONCLUSIONS
We have performed the rst quantitative comparison of CT ventilation imaging and
PET-Galligas for lung cancer patients. A particular strength of this study is the analysis
of respiratory-gated CT and PET images. Compared to earlier studies using SPECT V,
we obtained improved values for the bulk voxel-wise correlation, and spatial overlap of low515
functioning regions. We have demonstrated that this agreement improves with PET signal,
and by incorporating additional HU information in the CT ventilation metric. CT ventilation
has the potential to identify poorly-ventilating lung regions using just a few minutes of image
processing, and could facilitate functional avoidance lung radiation therapy. As evidenced by
the assessment of bullous disease, CT ventilation does not yet replicate all of the physiological520
information yielded by PET-Galligas, however density-scaling does help to account for some
of these dierences. Further development and validation of CT ventilation is warranted.
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